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There’s never been such a fun way to introduce  
kids to language learning than a Speak Like A Native after  

school language club. Or such an effective one. Because while  
the little ones are having the times of their lives with all these  

amazing new sounds (in French, Spanish and Mandarin),  
something else is happening. You’re not only getting them  

better prepared for KS1 and KS2, you’re instilling  
them with a lifelong confidence and self-belief  

to tackle all sorts of new challenges.

Introducing Speak Like A Native
We’ve been teaching languages for over 30 years, taught more than 50,000  

students and won awards for our groundbreaking approach. Now we’re putting all efforts into early 
learning because we know it’s never too early to start learning a language but it can be too late.
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The earlier children start the better
The benefits of introducing young children to a second language (and even a third) are well-documented.  
Young minds have none of the hang-ups that we adults have when we wrestle with unfamiliar words  

and strange pronunciation. Quite the opposite. They’re just itching to learn. All they need is time  
and exposure, and fun, imaginative ways to do it. Without a text book in sight. That’s why we open  

the doors of our after school language clubs to everyone, from Reception and upwards.

You’ll love the kids staying after school too   
The children aren’t the only ones who’ll benefit from this introduction to language learning.  

A Speak Like A Native after school language club adds value to your school. It makes current  
parents feel good about their choice and helps to attract prospective new ones. It can become  

an extra revenue stream quickly and easily. You’re also teaming up with a company  
of language experts who can work with you on all your foreign language needs and  

who know how to embed these permanently into the culture of your school.



020 8506 6050
help@speaklikeanative.com

speaklikeanative.com

Ready to  
f ind out more?

Whether it’s about fees, potential income,  
support for disadvantaged children or our policies  

on safeguarding, now’s the time to find out  
everything you need to know about making  
your school home to a Speak Like A Native  

after school language club.

Contact us today and let’s make a time  
to come and visit you before,  

during or after school.


